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For collectors  and lovers of the pre-Vend me
references,  Officine Panerai presents  a  new
set  composed  of  two  watches  inspired  by

models  created in  1996: a  left-handed  version  of
the  Luminor  black  seal  and  a  very  rare Luminor
daylight  with  a  white  dial  and  blue  markers. 

Officine Panerai continues looking into its own
past to relate fascinating new stories to its enthusi-
astic collectors. A  new  Luminor  8  Days  Set  avail-
able in  only  500 examples  contains two watches
inspired by models created in the pre-Vend me era,
that is, that stage in the history of the brand running
from 1993, the year of the first collection made for
the public, and 1997, the year in which Panerai was
acquired by Vend me, part of the Richemont Group.
In those years, a very small number of watch was
produced and they quickly became highly sought
after in the collectors market. Notably, in  1996
Panerai made  a  few  small series of watches com-
missioned by  Sylvester Stallone. 

The new Luminor 8 Days Set takes two models
originally created for the American actor: a Luminor
Black Seal, here presented for the first time in a left-
handed version, and a Luminor Daylight with an
original, extremely rare white dial with blue markers
and numerals.  The two watches are supplied in a
box inspired by those used for vintage Luminor

watches, made of pear wood with a teak base and
containing a model of the human torpedo (Siluro a
Lenta Corsa slow speed torpedo), together with a
rare publication about the military equipment of
the special forces of the Royal Italian Navy, in which
Panerai watches and instruments appear.

The Luminor Black Seal Left-Handed  8 Days is
the version with the winding crown and the lever
device protecting it on the left side of the case of
the historic Luminor Black Seal. The tradition of
making watches for left-handers had already been
started by Panerai in the 1940s, when some models
were made in this way to enable the watches to be
worn on a frogmans right wrist, while the compass
and depth gauge were worn on the left.  The
Luminor Case, 44 mm in diameter, is made of stain-
less steel coated with DLC (Diamond-Like Carbon),
The Luminor  Daylight  8 Days,  the other watch in
the Luminor 8 Days Set, is the reproduction of a
model of 1996 of which only a very few examples
exist.   

The striking detail of the historic example, faith-
fully reproduced in the new model, is the white dial
as in the Daylight models of the time  on which,
unusually, all the markers and the hands are an
intense blue color. It is likely that this version was
replaced after the delivery of the first prototypes, so

the few surviving examples have become extremely
rare. The hands, including the small seconds hand at
9 o’clock, are blue, as are the large markers indicat-
ing the hours. In this model the case 44 mm in
diameter is made of AISI316L stainless steel with a

polished finish, as is the winder- protecting device
placed traditionally on the right side. In keeping
with the dial the strap is blue alligator, and the steel
tongue buckle is sewn-in, as in the vintage models.

The Luminor case of both watches of the

Luminor 8 Days Set (PAM00786) is closed by a screw
back, engraved with the words Officine Panerai
Firenze and the OP logo, and each of them has a
hand-wound movement with a power reserve of at
least eight days, stored in two spring barrels con-
nected in series. The P.5000 calibre, entirely made in
the Panerai Manufacture in Neuchatel, recalls many
of the historic characteristics of the calibres used in
the watches at the time  such as the hand winding
and the long power reserve but  it  meets the  stan-
dards of  contemporary high quality watchmaking
in the purest Panerai style, the structure of the
movement being remarkably strong with its large
bridges protecting the mechanism and the balance
bridge with twin supports. 

Both watches are water-resistant to 30 bar
(equivalent to a depth of about 300 meters) and the
special box in which they are supplied also includes
a spare strap for each model and a screwdriver.

Luminor 8 Days Set

At street carts and bodegas, diners and supermarkets,
nowhere is the bagel more ubiquitous than New York
City. So exactly what makes a New York City bagel good

and, more importantly, where can an eager out-of-towner find
the best? A few ideas:

Black seed bagels
These 2-year-old entries are rolled by hand, boiled in hon-

ey water and baked in wood-fired ovens at three downtown
Manhattan locations. They’re smaller and flatter than many of
the humongous, puffy bagels around today. Black Seed is the
brain child of Noah Bernamoff, who hails from Montreal, and
Matt Kliegman, a native New Yorker. The idea was to bring a
touch of the Montreal bagel to New York. So what makes the
Big Apple the bagel capital? “It’s the millions of Jews that have
lived and passed through the city and ultimately have taken
its cultural foodstuffs to other parts of the country and the
world,” said Bernamoff.

There’s no salt in their bagel dough, and using honey water
instead of barley malt when kettle boiling is a Montreal tradi-
tion. And there’s no yeast. Like other top shops, the bagels are
all natural. Bernamoff considers 99 percent of the bagels in
New York “poorly made,” whipped up in large commissary fac-
tories in the outer boroughs. “They’re not very fresh. It’s round
bread with barely a hole in the middle,” he said. The two have
tapped into that artisanal thing that’s happening in foodie
culture overall.

“A New York bagel purist may not appreciate our bagels,”
Bernamoff said. “Because they’re baked in a wood-burning
oven the exterior can be somewhat, not crispy but snappy,
kind of burnished, so some people think the bagels are over-

baked, but they’re not.” If you’re in search of a cinnamon raisin
or a blueberry bagel, go elsewhere. 

Ess-a-bagel
This business has been around for nearly 40 years but has

only one location at the moment, in Midtown, though they’re
opening a second shop farther south on the East Side near
their original spot close to Stuyvesant Town, said Melanie
Frost, the chief operating officer. Her late aunt, teacher
Florence Wilpon, co-founded Ess-A-Bagel after Florence’s
brother, Aaron Wenzelberg, lost his lease on a doughnut shop
and needed a new venture. “She combed the papers and
found a bagel shop and said, eh, bagels, doughnuts. They
both have holes. We’ll figure it out,” Frost laughed.

Now, Frost and her mother, Muriel Frost, are in charge.
Their workers also hand roll. The holes are small but the
bagels are big. The large size is somewhat of an accident after
the family found a baker who shared his recipe, Frost said.
“They put them in the oven and for whatever reason they rose
and became these huge bagels, but they worked,” she said.

Are tourists bagel-schooled? “I think a lot of them don’t
necessarily understand the menu,” she said. Like Black Seed
and other hot bagel spots, lines in the mornings and on week-
ends can be long. 

Kossar’s bagels & bialys
Take a trip to the Lower East Side for a taste of 1800s

Bialystok, Poland. The neighborhood is where people from the
old country settled with their local bread, called a bialy and
eaten at every meal. Bialys are bagel cousins, sort of, and this
is one of the oldest bialy houses in the city. So what’s the dif-
ference? A bagel contains malt or some form of sugar. Bialys
have no sugar. Bagels are more dense and are boiled. Bialys go
straight into the oven. Bialys are flatter and often topped with
grated onions.

Kossar’s does bagels, too, under the watchful eye of own-
ers who bought the place in 2013. One, David Zablocki, is a
classically trained French chef who went in search of an old-
school baker when he was testing recipes. “A New York bagel
is really a magical thing,” he said, “partly because of the water
and the mineral content we have in the water. It is also the
fact that we have some of the oldest recipes. There was a
bagel union up until 1973 here in New York. Those trade
secrets were really passed down over and over and are still
alive today.”

Kossar’s bagels are baked on burlap-covered wood planks
that have been soaked through in water. Other makers do
that, too, but some use stainless steel forms. Zablocki said the
wood helps the bagels achieve a crispy bottom and nicely
browned top. The shop, which still sells more bialys than
bagels, is a stop on many guided bus tours. Sandwich options
at Kossar’s include an inverted grilled bagel stuffed with
schmear with the insides out. Among his schmears is a cream
cheese made with borscht. 

Asbolute bagels
These Upper West Side bagels consistently earn raves for

owner Sam Thongkrieng. The 70-year-old arrived from

Thailand in 1979 and soon sampled his first bagel. He remem-
bers his order: a plain bagel, toasted, with butter.
Thongkrieng, who had worked as a cook back home, trained
at Ess-A-Bagel before opening Absolute. He had some stiff
competition in the neighborhood from the well-established
H&H Bagels, which closed in its original iteration back in 2012.
Now, with other closings, he’s got the territory pretty much to
himself. This is a no-nonsense bagel environment. No small
talk. You’re in, you’re out.

Thongkrieng said he considers his bagels, also hand rolled
on site, softer and a tad crispier than other traditional fare.
And he serves egg bagels, unlike other shops. In fact, they’re
one of his top sellers. “They taste like Chinese bun, sort of,” he
said.

By the way ...
Once the largest bagel maker in the city and among the

largest in the world, making roughly 80,000 bagels a day and
shipping around the globe, H&H Bagels closed amid a high-
profile bankruptcy, tax case and jail sentence for owner
Helmer Toro. Under different ownership, there’s an H&H
Midtown Bagels East at 1551 2nd Ave Zabar’s, the gourmet
goods, grocer, deli and food bazaar on Broadway at 80th
Street, is on the tourist track and sells a heck of a lot of bagels,
using a proprietary recipe general manager Scott Goldshine
said was at least 30 years old.

“They come to us three-quarters baked according to our
recipe and then we finish it over here,” he said. Exactly where
are Zabar’s bagels made? It’s one of NYC’s biggest mysteries.
Well, no more. Since 1998, they’ve been made in the Bronx -
Hunts Point to be exact - by Davidovich Bakery, said Marc
Fintz, the bakery’s director of business development. Before
that, H&H had the honors.

Another bagel entry has grabbed attention recently. It’s a
“rainbow” bagel made by The Bagel Shop in Williamsburg,
Brooklyn, using swirls of dough dyed in bright Play-Doh colors
- at $3.95 a pop. The recommended schmear for what is billed
as the world’s most beautiful bagel? A super-sweet Funfetti
cream cheese. — AP

U2, Drake, Britney
Spears to perform at
iHeartRadio festival

U2, Drake, Britney Spears and Sting will perform at the
2016 iHeartRadio Music Festival in September. Sia, Billy
Idol, Ariana Grande, Usher, Sam Hunt and Florida

Georgia Line will also perform during the two-day event at
the T-Mobile Arena in Las Vegas on Sept 23-24, iHeartMedia
announced yesterday. Tickets go on sale Saturday. Pitbull,
Zedd, twenty one pilots, OneRepublic, Cage the Elephant and
Tears for Fears will also perform on the main stage.

The festival will also include its daytime performances,
dubbed Daytime Village, at the Las Vegas Village. It will feature
Sam Hunt, Panic! at the Disco, Alessia Cara, Troye Sivan, Hailee
Steinfeld, Good Charlotte, Jeremih and Bryson Tiller. The CW
Network will air a two-day televised special Oct 6-7. — AP

In this file photo Britney Spears performs at the Billboard Music Awards at the T-Mobile
Arena, in Las Vegas. — AP photos

File photo shows Drake performs at the FADER FORT Presented by Converse during the
South by Southwest Music Festival, in Austin, Texas. 

A guide for out-of-towners on top bagels and schmear 

Sharelle Robbins tests a bagel before sliding it back in the
oven atop a burlap-covered wooden plank at Kossarís
Bagels and Bialys in New York.

Bagel maker Sam Ung rolls dough into a bagel in the base-
ment of Ess-a-Bagel.

Baker Sharelle Robbins removes a pastry mat laden with
egg bagels fresh from the oven at Kossar’s Bagels and
Bialys.

Bage maker Sharelle Robbins carefully places boiled
bagels on burlap-covered wooden planks before placing
them in the oven at Kossar’s Bagels and Bialys in New
York.

Korean tourist Marcus Choi holds his plain bagel with
blueberry cream cheese at Ess-a-Bagel in New York.

Ess-a-Bagel chief operating officer Melanie Frost discusses
the finer points of a traditional bagel sandwich smeared
with cream cheese, smoked salmon, red onion, lettuce,
tomato, and capers at her family’s midtown Manhattan
bagel store.

Various bagel toppings, including cream cheeses and smoked fish choices, are displayed at Ess-as-Bagel in New
York. — AP photos


